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GELAGEL
THE NATURAL REVOLUTION 

OF FRUIT
Pernigotti has a single great mission; to ensure the very best 

ingredients are available to all artisan gelato shops.

But this time, Maestri Gelatieri Italiani have gone beyond the world of 
creams and chocolate to offer the excellence of fruit to turn into the 

very best gelato possible.

This has led to the creation of Gelagel Fruit, the premium line of purées 
for artisan gelato, made using an innovative processing method that 
helps preserve the freshness and organoleptic properties of the fruit.

This practical and revolutionary solution stands out thanks to a higher 
percentage of ingredients and the wholesomeness and certified origin 

of the fruit, which is grown and harvested in the places where it can 
reach peak ripeness and the best aromatic profile, for a truly top-

quality result. 

Gelagel Fruit, to discover the genuine delights of fruit.



Gelagel Fruit is the new and invaluable ally working alongside 
every artisan.

Gelagel Fruit is the goodness of fresh fruit without the issues linked to 
its processing  

and quality guarantee: a very high percentage of fruit, either puréed  
or in pieces, certified ingredients and cane sugar, without milk 

derivatives  
and also palm oil and gluten-free. A simple, vegan recipe designed  

to create the most delicious Italian-style sorbet.

Balanced, ready-to-use products to ensure the best performance  
in terms of structure and hold.

Gelagel Fruit is packed in single-dose buckets so that it is as practical  
as it can possibly be, thus avoiding having to weigh out the product  

and potentially waste it;  simply add cold water  
for a superior tasting tub of fruit gelato. 

Six traditional and on-trend flavours with exceptional yield and great 
versatility,   

to be the best in infinite applications: as well as delicious sorbets,   
Gelagel Fruit is perfect for other fresh and thirst-quenching delights,  

GELAGEL,
THE FRUIT OF 

THE GELATO MAKER



ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12091201

GELAGEL 
COCONUT INDONESIA

59% of coconut from Indonesia,  
29% of the finished gelato.

1.65 kg product 
+ 
1.65 l water

6 x 1.65 kg buckets

With coconut cream and grated coconut, this can be used to create coconut sorbets that 
are free from milk derivatives, but with all the flavour and creaminess of this all-year-round 

GELAGEL
COCONUT

INDONESIA



All of Sicily’s sunshine in a blend of sweetness and sourness, with fresh, thirst-quenching notes.
Those who love prickly pears will adore it and those who are new to the fruit, won’t be able to 

GELAGEL
PRICKLY PEAR

SICILY

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12091202

GELAGEL 
PRICKLY PEAR SICILY

77% of prickly pears from Italy-Sicily,  
34% of the finished gelato.

1.65 kg product 
+ 
2.1 l water

6 x 1.65 kg buckets



GELAGEL
STRAWBERRY

ITALY

The most popular fruit in gelato making, in a solution 
with unique sweetness and a wholesome flavour.
To astound even the most demanding consumer.

ARTICLE DESCRIption DOSAGe PACKAGING

12091200

GELAGEL 
Strawberry italy

74% of strawberries from 
Italy,  
32% of the finished gelato.

1.65 kg product 
+ 
2.1 l water

To make the most of strawberries in 
season: 
1.65 kg product 
+ 
1.5 l water
+ 

6 x 1.65 kg buckets



GELAGEL
LIME

South AMERICA

Pure innovation. The first citrus fruit in a high-dosage, ready-to-use solution.
All the flavour of lime in a delicious, thirst-quenching sorbet 
with elegant zesty and tart notes that are hugely popular. 

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12091205

GELAGEL 
LIME south AMERICA

24% of limes from South America,  
11% of the finished gelato.

1.65 kg product 
+ 
2 l water

6 x 1.65 kg buckets



GELAGEL
MANGO
South AMERICA

The ripest pulp from the best fruits creates this tropical flavour 
that has become a classic in gelato making.

All the fragrance and creaminess of mango in a delicious treat 
destined to become a benchmark on the market.  

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12091204

GELAGEL 
MANGO south AMERICA

75% of mangoes from South America,  
33% of the finished gelato.

1.65 kg product 
+ 
2.1 l water

6 x 1.65 kg buckets



GELAGEL
PEaR

ITALy

Pears are not always found in gelato making as they are difficult to process, 
hard to find at the right point of ripeness and also oxidise quickly.

Today, there's a product that’s a perfect way to rediscover 
the simple sweetness and natural silkiness of this fruit. 

ARTICle DESCRIption DOSAGe packaging

12091203

GELAGEL 
PEAr ITALy

71% of pears from Italy,  
31% of the finished gelato.

1.65 kg product 
+ 
2.1 l water

6 x 1.65 kg buckets



ICE LOLLIES
To rediscover the freshness of an artisan ice lolly 

with all the goodness of fruit, but also the convenience of Gelagel.

Dosage: 500 g product + 1 l water.



SMOOTHIES
All the best fruit can offer  

for creative drinks that are right on trend.

Dosage: 90 g product + 50 g water (or 100 g milk) + 150 g ice.



GLAZESCHILLED DESSERTS
Gelagel Fruit can also be used to glaze modern desserts and cakes. 

They can offer a unique sensory experience: fragrance, colour and taste combined in glazes  
that are beautiful and delicious, thanks to the quantity of fruit they contain.

Dosage: 300 g product + 700 g Specchioneutra 

All the goodness and versatility of fruit for flavouring mousses, 
semifreddo and all the creations of artisan bakery, in all its ideas and forms  

 at both negative and positive temperatures. 

Dosage: 500 g product + 500 g cream.



www.pernigottigelatieri.com

TURN OVER AND DISCOVER THE  
REVOLUTION OF FRUIT GELATO
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